FCC Rule 79 Notice
Closed-Caption Disclosure

Posted January 9th, 2015

FCC rules implementing the closed-captioning quality standards take effect January 15, 2015. The new rules require video programming distributors to obtain compliance certifications from video programmers. We have provided for your convenience the following information.

Place a check by the Programs that apply:

☐ Federal Case ☐ Sugar Baby ☐ Fallen Idols/D.O.P.E. ☐ Spirit of Christmas/Northern Light Orchestra
☐ King’s Man

Our films Inside Out, Hall of Fame, Under The Bridge, and Red Corvette have been captioned and are included in the Hollywood Makeover TV series; please only broadcast as such. Our films Journey to Jerusalem, Road to Damascus, Shipwrecked, Exodus to Egypt, and Circus Maximus have been captioned and included in the Adventures of Donkey Ollie 1-13; please only broadcast as such.

The video programming we have provided and the closed-caption files we have provided free of charge online at http://www.boatangel.com have been captioned by Aberdeen Captioning and satisfy the caption quality standards of FCC Rule 79.1(j)(2). It is the obligation of each broadcaster to place the captioning on the program prior to airing the program. If a Broadcaster feels they are exempt from placing the captioning on the programs or needs to secure the program with the files embedded they can contact Aberdeen Captioning and purchase broadcast materials with the captioning embedded.

VIDEO PRODUCER
Boat Angel Outreach Center
1641 E. University Dr, Suite 104
Mesa, AZ 85203
602-903-1844

PROGRAMMER INFO - COMPLETE FOR YOUR OWN RECORDS:

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________